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[image: star rating]  Lunchtime during the week. Quite a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere. Friendly and helpful staff, interesting menu choices. Major emphasis on ingredients' quality. Not overly impressed by the finished products though... read more (the food itself). Prices are Floreasca range, meaning high! I don't really get why you...More
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[image: star rating]  They use only fresh ingredients and you can see how the food is cooked as they have an open kitchen. Ill eat here every time im in Bucharest!
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martie 10, 2018 



	
[image: star rating]  This place is a hidden gem persay. I went with a friend who lived here and the food is local and excellent. The host and server has very good wine... read more knowledge. The price was great for the quality of food. Great interior and makes you...More
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iunie 18, 2018 



	
[image: star rating]  The service doesn’t exist, you wait half an hour to make an order. And Cava? They used to have a cava list, now they say they don’t. A girl, having... read more no knowledge about what is cava says you can choose from the stand. How many...More
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[image: star rating]  Good place. Good food. Good services.   Our rating is:  * Services 2/3 * Place 2/3 * Food 2/3 * WOW Effect 1/3 * Price - Medium  Key: 3 - Excellent 2 - Good 1 - Poor
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 Victorianum
august 13, 2021 



	
[image: star rating]  Good location, prices are above average ... Ordered american pie, many fruits which was great but the taste of pie was not exactly as expected meaning as something was missing
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[image: star rating]  Cava is the type of bistro that you often see in Milano or Paris. But not in Bucharest. That's why you have to go to have a few drinks and... read more nice food (the pasta and rice are not that aldente as they should...) at good...More
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[image: star rating]  This place is a hidden gem persay. I went with a friend who lived here and the food is local and excellent. The host and server has very good wine... read more knowledge. The price was great for the quality of food. Great interior and makes you...More
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[image: star rating]  I love this place. Great menu, diverse, very good service. A quiet place where you can enjoy a very well cooked lunch or a wine at dinner with friends or... read more your partner.
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[image: star rating]  The location is nice but rather empty although we were there on a Sunday evening. They say that all the ingredients they use are organic (personally not certain, but don't... read more realy care). Sure thing is mostly a marketing thing. The prices are a little too...More
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CONTACT
Cava Bistro

Calea Floreasca nr. 91 – 111, București, România

+40733020001

booking@cavabistro.ro 





OPEN DAILY
09:00 AM to 10:00 PM
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